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Abstract: The intramolecular interactions involving bridging groups in a series of 

hetero bridged fused [n]polynorbornanes (n=1-4) have been studied by using high-

level ab initio method (G3MP2B3) via the series of appropriate homodesmotic and 

protobranching compensated reactions. The calculated standard reaction enthalpies 

allowed us to obtain estimates of various nonbonding intramolecular interactions. The 

existence of rigid polynorbornane skeleton enabled us to “switch on” various 

interactions in a selective manner. The important intermolecular interactions comprise 

hydrogen bonding, hyperconjugation and non-bonding repulsive interactions (steric 

hindrance). 
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Introduction 

    The understanding of interactions between various parts of the molecule has been 

one of the most useful conceptual frameworks in chemistry [1]. Such understanding 

may contribute to the improved control of molecular properties involving complex 

interactions with a possible role in the emerging field of molecular design. The 

interactions have often been modeled and rationalized using concepts of through-bond 

and through-space interactions. Through-bond and through-space interactions are 

generally not easy to separate and identify individually although methods like shape 

analysis have been proposed for the task [1].  In supramolecular chemistry the role 

played by component geometry in the effective building of molecular arrays is very 

important. The topology of individual components, together with the geometrical 

requirements for the appearance of noncovalent interactions (planarity for H-bonding; 

specific geometries for metal complexation, coplanarity for δ-stacking etc.), governs 

the existence of supramolecular assembly, as well as its final 3D-structure [2].  Fused 

[n]polynorbornane skeleton (NPN) appears to be one of the more versatile and useful 

pre-organized macromolecular scaffolds which can be tailored to specific purposes. 

NPN have been used for constructing hosts for specific guests i.e. to act as anion 

receptors [3]. They have also been used as covalent bridges to affect electron transfer 

between donor and acceptor groups (chromophores) over distances of the order of 1 

nanometer [4].     

Theoretical Methods 

    The quantum chemical calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 program 

[5].   The total electronic energy for each molecule was computed using the 

G3MP2B3 method [6] which has root-mean-square deviation of 4 kJ/mol. The method 

includes full geometry optimization at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level followed by the 
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single point QCISD type calculations. All the optimized structures corresponded to 

the minima on their potential energy surfaces as was inferred from the absence of 

imaginary vibrational frequencies. The well know phenomenon of stabilization of 

branched versus normal alkanes (“protobranching” or 1,3-alkyl-alkyl interactions) [7] 

has been accounted for in our analysis through the selection of appropriate 

homodesmotic reactions. The hetero-bridged polynorbornanes reported in this work 

have not yet been prepared and in fact the molecular structures of very few 

polynorbornanes have been determined experimentally. The molecular structure of 

exo-exo dinorbornane has been determined and we compare our calculated geometry 

with the experimental one [8] in order to assess whether our geometry is plausible. 

This correct prediction of geometry is very important for accurate determination of 

non-bonding interactions which are sensitive to the separation of interacting atoms 

(groups). The experimentally determined C-C and H-H distances for bridging CH2 

groups in dinorbornane are 3.104 and 1.82Å, respectively [8]. These values are in 

very good agreement with the corresponding values calculated in this work which are 

3.155 and 1.811Å, respectively.   Furthermore, very few studies of similar 

polynorbornanes have been reported [9,10].   Due to the computational demands of 

the G3MP2B3 method we have only studied polynorbornanes with up to four fused 

norbornane rings (see also supporting information).    

Results and Discussion 

    The homodesmotic reactions and their standard enthalpies for polynorbornanes are 

given in Schemes 1-2 and Tables 1-2. The reactions are balanced in terms of 

“protobranching” interactions [7]. The total energy of each reactant was calculated by 

G3MP2B3 method and the reaction enthalpy (ΔrH) was then used to infer about the 
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magnitude of intramolecular interactions between bridging groups (X) within various 

polynorbornanes studied in this work.  

     

 

 

 
Scheme 1 The homodesmotic reactions probing total effects of ring fusion (Table 1). 

 
Scheme 2. The homodesmotic reactions probing through space X---X interactions 
(Table 2).  
 
 
Table 1 shows that enthalpies of reactions depicted in Scheme 1 change 

monotonically as the number of fused norbornane fragments increases i.e. the 

intermolecular interactions are cumulative. However, the signs of reaction enthalpy 
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changes differ; in polynorbornanes with BH, NH, C=CH2 and C=O bridges the fusion 

of fragments is stabilizing (ΔrH<0) and the reaction enthalpies become progressively 

more negative as the number of fused norbornane units increases. This suggests that 

the overall interactions between these bridging groups are stabilizing.  

For all the other bridging groups, the fusion is destabilizing (ΔrH>0) with enthalpies 

increasing with the number of fused norbornane units. This observation leads to the 

conclusion that the net interactions between bridging groups (CH2, SiH2, PH, O, S, 

Se) are destabilizing overall, becoming more so with the increase in number of 

norbornane units. 

The net reaction enthalpies (Scheme 1) can be considered as being influenced by 

several opposing factors. One of the stabilizing factors includes (2 electron-2 orbital) 

hyperconjugative interactions between the orbitals of the bridging group and the 

orbitals located on the C-X bonds which form the bridge. The other stabilizing factor 

comprises hydrogen N-H-----NH bonds between the bridging NH groups. The 

destabilizing factor is predominantly due to the steric repulsion (non-bonding 4 

electron-2 orbital interaction) between the neighboring bridging groups X. In 

molecules not containing BH, NH, C=CH2 and C=O bridges the steric factor 

predominates and becomes particularly large when bridging groups are bulky and 

cannot form hydrogen bonds (e.g. for Se, SiH2 or PH). The magnitude of these steric 

repulsions can be estimated from the calculated overlap population densities (Table 

3); negative values of densities indicate repulsions and positive values indicate the 

presence of stabilizing interactions as was discussed in ref [10].    

We have performed natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis for our molecules at 

B3LYP/6-31G(d) level and will describe the effect of stabilizing hyperconjugative  
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interactions on the example of [4]polynorbornanes next. We found that for example in 

[4]polynorbornanes which contain BH, NH, C=CH2 and C=O bridges 

hyperconjugative interactions are quite large. In NBO analysis, hyperconjugative 

interactions are quantified in terms of second order perturbation theory which 

provides relevant interaction energies [11].  In BH-polynorbornanes NBO analysis 

has shown that hyperconjugative interactions between the bonding σCC orbitals 

located next to the bridge and unoccupied orbitals on boron atoms (σCC → nB
* ) are of 

the order of 43.9 kJ/mol. In NH-polynorbornanes (all-syn configuration) the hydrogen 

bonding interactions between the neighboring nitrogen atoms amount to 31.4 kJ/mol. 

In C=CH2 bridged [4]polynorbornanes the hyperconjugative interactions between C-

H bonding and C-C antibonding orbitals of the bridge moiety (σCH → σCC
* ) amount 

to approximately 35.6 kJ/mol and in C=O bridged [4]polynorbornanes the interactions 

between oxygen lone pair and C-C antibonding orbitals of the bridge moiety (nO → 

σCC
* ) amount to 104.6 kJ/mol (Table 4). The polynorbornanes which contain BH, 

NH, C=CH2 and C=O bridges show stabilization upon increasing the number of fused 

norbornane units (Table 1).  

    The analysis of individual components of net intramolecular interactions in 

polynorbornanes can best be done on the basis of quantum chemical calculations. 

There is however one reported experimental study on dioxo[2]norbornane which was 

performed by UV photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) for exo-exo  and exo-endo 

isomers [12]. The UPS method allowed direct measurement of the oxygen lone pair 

ionization energies and thus deduction of the magnitude of their energy splitting 

which is governed by intramolecular interactions. The oxygen lone pair splitting in 

exo-endo isomer was found to be 37.7 kJ/mol smaller than in the exo-exo isomer [12]. 

This value can be considered an estimate of the steric repulsion and lone pair 
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repulsive interactions between bridging oxygens in the latter isomer. However, our 

results (which include all intramolecular interactions) for these two 

oxa[2]norbornanes suggest that the exo-endo isomer is more stable than exo-exo by 

only 8.4 kJ/mol as shown in Table 2. This example illustrates the influence of 

opposing effects on the final net intramolecular interactions.      

    It has been established experimentally that all-exo isomers of large 

[n]polynorbornanes with n>3 exhibit arc-shaped topology in order to relieve 

repulsive, destabilizing interactions between bridge groups of atoms (Scheme 3) [11].  

 

 

Scheme 3 Curved geometry in larger polynorbornanes.  

 

Previously reported arc-shaped topology is consistent with the results of our 

calculations (Table 4). The radii of curvature are smallest for molecules which 

possess bridge groups which are bulky and strongly repel each other. The larger the 

number of (all-exo) fused norbornane rings in the molecule, the more bent the 

polynorbornane chain becomes [11].  

Summary 

Our results show that the net effects of intramolecular interactions in polynorbornanes 

are finely balanced and include hyperconjugative and steric effects and hydrogen 

bonding. Steric repulsion is significant for large bridging atoms X while H-bonding is 

significant for molecules with NH bridging groups. Strong hyperconjugative 

interactions were also found between orbitals located on the bridge atoms (X) and 
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orbitals of σ-bonds neighboring the bridge. The relatively small magnitude of 

calculated net intramolecular interactions in some polynorbornanes (Table 1) can be 

ascribed primarily to nearly evenly matched stabilizing and destabilizing components 

of these intramolecular interactions. The knowledge of intramolecular interactions in 

polynorbornanes can be useful for understanding their electron transfer properties or 

ability to act as anion receptors (see Introduction).   

     

Supporting information 

The optimized molecular geometries and G3MP2B3 energies are given in the 

supporting information. 
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Table 1. Effects of ring fusion (Scheme 1). Standard enthalpies of reaction (kJ/mol) 
for [n]polynorbornanesa,b 
Bridging group (X) ΔrH0  ΔrH0  ΔrH0  

[n]polynorbornane [2] [3] [4] 
BH -15.7 -32.4 -47.4 
CH2 13.0 33.6 53.8 
SiH2 21.1 59.9 103.2 
NH (syn),(anti) -12.4, 16.6 -25.0 (syn) -39.5 (syn) 
PH (syn),(anti) 20.6, 12.1 51.4 (syn) 85.4 (syn) 
O 2.8 7.0 10.2 
S 20.0 46.3 73.7 
Se 27.0 62.7 101.2 
C=CH2 -5.4 -10.1 -13.3 
C=O -6.4 -6.5 -8.3 
a ΔrH0<0 indicates net stabilization; ΔrH0>0 net destabilizing effect of X—X 
interactions and ring fusion 
bsyn and anti refer to relative positions of the hydrogen on the bridge heteroatom. Syn 
refers to hydrogen being situated between the neighboring bridge heteroatoms. 
 
 
 
Table 2. Enthalpy of isomerization reactions (kJ/mol) for [n]polynorbornanes  
(Scheme 2)a  
Bridging group (X) ΔrH0  ΔrH0 ΔrH0 

[n]polynorbornane [2] [3] [4] 

BH -0.8 -2.8 -6.6 
CH2 4.2 7.6 11.1 
SiH2 -11.1 -28.7 -52.5 
NH (syn) 17.8 38.0 59.9 
PH (syn) -7.4 -20.5 -35.9 
O -1.9 -3.2 -3.4 
S -7.4 -15.2 -23.4 
Se -10.3 -24.5 -39.6 
C=CH2 9.8 17.6 24.9 
C=O 3.3 6.6 9.6 
a positive values indicate net destabilizing effect of X---X interactions; negative  
values signify stabilizing effect  
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Table 3. Intramolecular interactions expressed through overlap population density 
between four bridge groups X1-X4 and hyperconjugative interactions E(2) in 
[4]polynorbornanesa,b,c 

Bridging Group  

(X-X overlap density) 

E(2) 

kJ/mol 

X1-X2 X2-X3 X3-X4 

BH (B-B) 45.2 +0.031 +0.038 +0.031 
CH2 (H-H) 14.6 +0.010 +0.010 +0.010 
SiH2 (H-H) 18.0 -0.010 -0.010 -0.010 
NH (syn) (N-H) 32.6 +0.043 +0.046 +0.043 
PH (syn) (P-H) 23.0 +0.005 +0.001 +0.005 
O (O-O) 20.9 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
S  (S-S) 16.3 -0.021 -0.023 -0.021 
Se 18.8 -0.030 -0.036 -0.030 
C=CH2 (C-C)b 35.6 +0.006 +0.004 +0.006 
 C=CH2 (C-C)c  -0.002 -0.003 -0.002 
C=O   (C-C) 105.4 +0.011 +0.012 +0.011 
C=O   (O-O)  -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 
a negative values of overlap density indicate repulsive and positive values attractive 
interactions between bridge groups  
bthe overlap density between endocyclic carbons  
cthe overlap density between exocyclic carbons 
 
 
 
Table 4. X--X and X-H nonbonded distances for bridge atoms distances (Å) in 
[n]polynorbornanesa-c  
Bridging Group (X)    

[n]polynorbornane [2] [3] [4]b 

BH 3.054 2.968 3.063, 2.833(15.52)
CH2 3.156 3.142 3.145, 3.136(7.29) 
SiH2 3.560 3.533 3.519, 3.532(5.90) 
NH (anti),(syn)a 2.856, 2.860 2.844 2.837, 2.840(13.71)
N-H 2.140   
PH (anti),(syn) 3.164, 3.478 3.449 3.422, 3.447(6.18) 
P-H 2.384   
O 2.817 2.811 2.801, 2.810(15.42)
S 3.311 3.278 3.258, 3.277(7.25) 
Se 3.454 3.430 3.406, 3.426(6.55) 
C=CH2 2.923 2.911 2.894, 2.906(9.31) 
C=O 3.000 2.998 2.995, 2.996(11.99)
a syn refers to the configuration with X-H bonds facing away from each other, anti 
when the H atom is situated between the two bridging X atoms.  
bthe distances refer to 2,3 and 1,2 X-X distances, respectively 
cthe numbers in brackets represent radii of curvature (Å) in [4]polynorbornanes; the 
larger the radius the smaller the curving   
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